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Metrics, what metrics? 
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Lancet 1923 

Lancet 1990 

Lancet 2014 



Post-Gutemberg era 

From the journal as a whole unit  

To disaggregation into articles  

Traditional view 



From traditional  metrics based on citations to the journal 

(IF) 

Note: article-level metrics (ALMs) is the result of the agreggation of different 

data sources (altmetrics)  

One does not exclude the other, they can be employed in 

conjuction to offer a richer picture of an article use  from 

immediate to long terms 

To emerging  metrics based on  article-level 



Altmetrics ≠ Alternative Metrics 



http://science.okfn.org/2014/05/31/all-metrics-are-wrong-but-some-are-useful/ 



Article-level metrics  aggregate a variety of data 

that taking together quantify the impact of an 

article in terms of social immediacy and visibility 

Immediacy because  dissemination of scientific outputs is faster than 

before and occurs across more channels (blogs, social networks tools ….) 

than in the print age 

Socialization or social visibility: interactions, coments, mentions in 

tweeter, facebook, linkedIn could potentially to reach a broader audience 



Article‐Level Metrics A SPARC Primer. Prepared by Greg Tananbaum 

April, 2013. Available at http://www.sparc.arl.org/sites/default/files/sparc-alm-

primer.pdf 

Article-level metrics are both more granular and more immediate  than 

traditional models 



Usage. Views and downloads, from the journal site or from a third party, i.e 

PubMed Central,  

Captures. Bookmarks in CiteULike bookmarks, shared within Mendely or 

Delicio.us  

Mentions. Blog post, wikipedia articles,  comments, reviews 

Social Media. Tweets, Google+, Facebook Likes, shares and ratings 

Citations. WOS; SCOPUS; Crossref, PubMed Central 

Sources used for  the aggregation can be broken down into 5 

categories*: 

*Based on Richard Cave for PLOS. Available at:   

http://www.slideshare.net/rcave/overview-of-the-altmetrics-landscape) 



Some article- level metrics tools 

Altmetric 



Overview of of the altmetrics landscape by Richard Cave, D. 

http://www.slideshare.net/rcave/overview-of-the-altmetrics-landscapeOverview  









http://eprints.qut.edu.au/statistics/eprint/18071/ 



Used by HighWire Press 





http://www.plumanalytics.com/ 



Example of  a Plum Analytics record 





Effect of social networks on the impact of OA publications 

http://www.rsp.ac.uk/documents/get-uploaded-file/?file=SocialMedia_MTerras.pptx 



Another type of statistics provided by professional networks…. 

 

Two cases: Academia.edu and ResearchGate 



https://www.researchgate.net 

Example of a record in ResearchGate 



Academia.edu analytics https://www.academia.edu/ 



Google scholar statistics 



Thank you! 
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